Most of the real life systems categorized basically into electrical and non-electrical are subject to time dependent stresses and strengths. These models consider the repeated application of either a known or random stress, in cycles of time which may also belong to one of these characteristics. This in turn induces a change in the distribution of strength over time.
Introduction
Modelling systems based on, behaviour of the strength of a component with respect to the repeated stress applied, has been an essential and predominant task of a system designer. For example, the number of cycles of stresses a straightened paper clip survives in bending it back and forth 90 • at ଝ This article belongs to the special issue on Engineering and Material Sciences.
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a particular point is the strength of the paper clip. Consider the assembling of chains using chain links to be used as lifting straps for cranes (Loll, 1987) . These cranes are used to lift heavier objects repeatedly of various sizes and weights. The chains connected using chain links would form a series system and the straps connected in parallel to the crane would form a parallel system. The cyclic occurrences of stress resulted in naming the times, at which the repeated stress are applied, as cycle times. The basic characterization of the stress and strength into deterministic, random fixed and random independent (Kapur and Lamberson, 2011) Venkateswarlu (1982 Venkateswarlu ( , 1983 , Yadav (1973) and Eryilmaz (2013) . The present study focus on the fact that the strength of the component in the ith cycle depends on its strength in the (i − 1)th cycle, which has not been considered so far in literature. Based on this concept we evaluate the performance of an n-identical/non-identical component parallel and series system.
Reliability estimation
Consider a component acted upon by a constant stress Y i = y 0 , i = 1, 2, . . . , applied repeatedly at random times. Let the strength X i on the ith cycle be given by X i = X i−1 − a, i = 1, 2, . . . , where a ≥ 0 is a known constant. The probability density function of the initial strength X 0 = x 0 , is given by f(x 0 ). The reliability of a component under random cycle times is given by
is the probability that i cycles occur in the time interval [0, t] and R i is the probability of no failure after i applications of the constant stress (Kapur and Lamberson, 2011) . Let E i be the event that no failure (X i > Y i ) occurs on the ith cycle. Note that P(E i ) = 1, if the stress and strength are known constants. Now the probability after i cycles is given by
The time dependent stress-strength reliability is
(1)
Initial exponential strength
Let the initial strength x 0 , follow exponential distribution given by
Let the number of cycles occurring in a given time interval follow Poisson distribution given by
where ˛ is a parameter representing the mean number of occurrences of i cycles per unit time. Now the probability of success of all i cycles is given by
The time dependent stress-strength reliability of a single component is given by
Using Eq. (4) the expression for system reliability R s (t), for the following configurations are given as follows,
• n -component parallel system -identical components:
• n -component parallel system -non-identical components:
• n -component series system -identical components R s (t) = (R(t)) n = e − y 0 e −˛te − a n (7)
• n -component series system -non-identical components:
Initial Weibull strength
Let the initial strength x 0 , follow Weibull distribution given by
Let the number of cycles occurring in a given time interval follow Poisson distribution given by Eq. (3). The probability of success of all the i cycles is given by
The closed form expressions for system reliability R s (t), for the following configurations are • n component parallel system -identical components:
• n component parallel system -non-identical components:
• n component series system -identical components:
Illustration
Exponential model -parallel system Consider a parallel system with four identical components. We evaluate the time dependent stress-strength reliability for the components and thereby for the parallel system. Let the value of the parameter , for the initial exponential strength take the value 0.3 and let a = 0.2. Let the constant stress y 0 be 2. Using MATLAB programming the expressions of system reliability (R sk (t), k = 1, 2, 3), for the various values of mean number of Poisson cycles ˛ = 2, 10, 20 are evaluated to be, R s1 (t) = 1.0 − 1.0 * (0.5488 * exp(1.884 * t) * exp(−2.0 * t) − 1.0) 4 , R s2 (t) = 1.0 − 1.0 * (0.5488 * exp(9.418 * t) * exp(−10.0 * t) − 1.0) 4 and R s3 (t) = 1.0 − 1.0 * (0.5488 * exp(18.84 * t) * exp(−20.0 * t) − 1.0) 4 . The graphical representation is given in Fig. 1(b) .
Series system
For the series system with four identical components, the only change is in the value of the parameter , of the initial exponential strength as 0.03. The reliability expressions are R s1 (t) = 0.7866 * exp(7.952 * t) * exp(−8.0 * t), R s2 (t) = 0.7866 * exp(39.76 * t) * exp(−40.0 * t), R s3 (t) = 0.7866 * exp(79.52 * t) * exp(−80.0 * t). The graphical representation is given in Fig. 2(b) .
Figure 2
Reliability of a series system with Weibull initial strength, (c) ˇ = 0.7, 2 and (d) ˇ = 1 represents the case of exponential initial strength.
Weibull model
The calculations for the Weibull initial strength model are performed in a similar manner for the example mentioned in 'Exponential model'. Also the Weibull scale parameter takes the same values of given in the 'Exponential model' and the values of shape parameter ˇ = 0.7, 1, 2. The graphical representation of system reliability for the specific parallel and series systems with identical components are given in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively . Similarly, the system reliability for the configurations with non-identical components can be evaluated using MATLAB programming.
Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced the concept of strength in the present cycle of stress depending on the strength in the previous cycle. Based on this model, the study of time dependent stress-strength reliability was done on a component in the presence of constant stress applied repeatedly at random cycle times following Poisson distribution. The expressions of reliability for parallel and series system configurations having identical and non-identical components are evaluated for initial exponential and Weibull strengths. The illustrations for specific values of stress-strength parameters, and mean numbers of cycle occurrences are presented graphically in Figs. 1 and 2 . We can interpret that as the mean number of cycle occurrences, of stress increases the reliability decreases slowly, gradually and rapidly for ˇ = 0.7, 1, 2, respectively. It is to be noted that the graphical representation of initial exponential strength has been included when ˇ = 1. For a better system reliability the value of ˇ is to be taken less than one (comparatively a broader distribution of strength). More significantly the ideal choice of series or parallel system configurations can be made based on the performance of the components under the considered stress and strength.
